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Ch. 1. Will there be a Reval?

It’s our intention at the Golden Age of Gaia to provide readily-accessible answers to questions
the newly-awakened may have about aspects of what’s happening today around Ascension,
Disclosure, Abundance, Accountability, etc.
To speed up the production of these sources, rather than construct articles, we furnish questionand-answer booklets. This one is on the nature and significance of the Global Currency Reset
and Revaluation of currencies that is scheduled to happen soon.
The sources consulted are those channeled messages that we consider the best and most
reliable.
Will there be a Reval?
Sanat Kumara: Will there be a reassessment, what you call a Reevaluation of a number of
currencies worldwide? Yes. (1)
Archangel Michael: The answer to both your questions [is there a Reval and is it coming in the
near future] is yes. (2)
Some people say, well, it’s not going to happen until after full restoration of
consciousness. Is that correct?
AAM: This gift of abundance and economic freedom, which is part of a larger package of
restoration, as you know, is part and parcel of the restoration.
So it is not if or when or who can stop it; it will simply be. (3)
How did the Reval start?
AAM: This conversation of revaluation of currencies goes back many, many years, in fact, to the
issue of Japan and Hiroshima, and then Korea, and then Vietnam. For many the intent of this
entire project was not for lightworkers, dear heart. Potential lightworkers? Yes.
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But it was originally brought forth to support the very troops who were completely souldestroyed by the act of war and mayhem that they would have the financial and physical
support to construct a life and a community that would alter and invariably defeat the program
— the program! — of war. Because what is war? It is the lowest vibration, yes, but it is also a
very dark way of making money. (4)
Sanat Kumara: What you call the RV or the Reval is a small part [of a much bigger picture]… [it]
was originally designed to assist veterans, to assist those who were the warriors and those who
were harmed by war. (5)
It was … a political promise that when there was a cessation of war and an establishment of
what political nations call peace, which is not the same as our peace, that then there would be
the carrot that your currency will be reexamined in light of your economy and your resources.
And the reason why many of the veterans were included in this was the understanding, above
and below, that these beings had paid dearly by engaging in war. So, it is not merely a blessing
from heaven for being a lightworker. That is not the case. Now is it a blessing for lightworkers?
Yes. But is it exclusionary? No. (6)
Apparently the plan for the Reval goes back a long ways and is part of the
consciousness shift. Is that correct?
Council of Angels and the Pleaidian Council: The release of a large stockpile of funds has …
been planned for eons so that their release would coincide with the raising of the consciousness
of humanity…we are sending you a mental picture of this now (yes) … Yes, it is an escalation of
the light and a turning away from the dark, and even those who were once in the cabal are
turning away from that now because their frequencies are being raised from the influx of higher
dimensional energies. There are those who are assisting with the upliftment of mankind and the
removal of the slavery system on your planet with all of the wealth and power in the hands of
the few.
Yes, the wealth is going to be redistributed and it will finally dawn on mankind that, yes, we are
all One and, yes, there will be new governments and no borders, for everyone will realize that
they are all in this together – One People, One Planet Earth, working together for the benefit of
All, not the elitism of the few. (7)
I understand that some of your past attempts were foiled. Is that correct?
Spiritual Hierarchy and Galactic Federation: This heavenly alliance is aided here on Gaia by the
forces of our large fleet, which is staffed by a group of Beings dedicated to making it possible to
produce a realm that can free surface humanity.
This group initially received a great setback when the American cabal struck suddenly in your
Gregorian year of 2001.
DEW [directed energy weapon] explosions and an all-consuming fire destroyed the twin towers
of lower Manhattan. This audacious event temporarily caused a setback for those who were
ready to formally declare NESARA. This legislation was to make possible new governance that
was to drive the dark from power.
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Nevertheless, the wars and a dark plot to take over the globe’s monetary system ultimately
failed and the Light’s coalition started to come together and arrange a way to terminate the
powers so illegally grabbed by the American cabal. (8)
Where is the Reval now?
SHGF: Our liaisons report that the new financial system and its many parts are in fact
completed. (9)
SHGF: At present, all major transfers of funds by our earthly counterparts are completed. … The
first part of a massive delivery is ready. What remains is the slow deliberateness of those in
charge. While all this is happening, the last thrusts of the dark’s minions go on. The New Year
promises to be one in which a whole host of long announced promises at last come true. The
deliveries of the first items look to happen before your Xmas. Use this first flurry of activity as a
sign that some truly fantastic events are on the near horizon. …
SHGF: You are very close to a start of funds going out to you. … All of us are extremely
dedicated to seeing these first stages completed. (10)
SHGF: Our liaison and diplomatic corps can attest to the large amount of progress that has
been made in the last few months. We know that this operation is huge in scope and that it is a
most complex proposition. Yet, we are indeed going to achieve a full success in all areas. The
scheduling of all of this remains secret. (11)
SHGF: These monies are just the start of a wave of funds that are to shower this realm with
Heaven’s blessings! (12)
SHGF: It is the intention of our allies that you take possession of these monies as soon as
possible. (13)
SaLuSa: It is our intention to bring the changes in as soon as possible so that there is no delay
in establishing the benefits of the New Age. (14)
Footnotes
(1) “Transcript: Sanat Kumara – We Override Those who Want to Hurt by Anchoring Greater
Peace Within – Part 2/2,” February 25, 2015, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2015/02/25/
transcript-sanat-kumara-override-want-hurt-anchoring-greater-peace-within-part-22/.
(2) "Archangel Michael: Ignition is the Awareness that You Are Love," channeled by Linda Dillon,
October 28, 2014, at http://goo.gl/29ZGhfhttp://goo.gl/29ZGhfhttp://goo.gl/29ZGhf.
(3) "Archangel Michael: It is Time to Awaken Fully Now – Part 2/2," June 11, 2013, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/06/archangel-michael-it-is-time-to-awaken-fully-now-part-22/.
(4) "Archangel Michael: Ignition is the Awareness that You Are Love," ibid.
(5) “Transcript: Sanat Kumara – We Override,” ibid.
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(6) Loc. cit.
(7) "Council of Angels and Pleiadian Council via Goldenlight ~ The Global Reset of all Systems
in Preparation for the Golden Age on Earth," channeled by Goldenlight, July 25, 2013 at http://
thegoldenlightchannel.com.
(8) Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation via Sheldan Nidle, June 16, 2015. at http://
www.paoweb.com. [Hereafter Sheldan Nidle.]
(9) Sheldan Nidle, Oct. 20, 2015.
(10) Sheldan Nidle, Nov. 17, 2015.
(11) Sheldan Nidle, November 17, 2015.
(12) Sheldan Nidle, Dec. 8, 2015.
(13) Sheldan Nidle, Oct. 6, 2015.
(14) SaluSa, June 19, 2015, at http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm.
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Ch. 2. Who is Behind the Reval?

Can you give us examples of the ultimate sources of funding and authority for the Reval?
The Spiritual Hierarchy and Galactic Federation: The funds [are coming] from both the trust
funds and the ancient families. (1)
St. Germaine: My trust fund can supply money for everybody. (2)
SHGF: A new series of policies are emanating from the ancient families as a new generation of
members of their various councils has come on board. (3)
SHGF: This reality is being swiftly disassembled by the various decisions of a new group of the
ancient families and the new royalty of Europe. Their decisions are making it possible to
speedily take down the many-headed monster that is the cabal. (4)
SHGF: The most important part of this [plan] was to explain to the many ancient families how
the great resources collected over the centuries were to be used to undo the power and
resources of the dark cabal. This is presently fully explained to these numerous factions and a
plan is currently in effect. The deadline for this sacred plan’s conclusion is coming into view. (5)
SHGF: Our Earth allies and their numerous national associates are doing this. (6)
SHGF: A majority of smaller governments and the international legal system is quickly isolating
the de facto American governance.
This is bringing to an end the long reign of the fiat dollar and is to cause the collapse of the US
Federal Reserve and a return to the US of a non-imperial foreign policy. These new
circumstances are to set the way for global peace and harmony. This is to be created by the
global flow of monies for innumerable humanitarian projects. (7)
Is the Reval a single event?
Archangel; Michael: We have talked to you not about an event, but a turn of events, plural. And
this is one of those turns of events.
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So for all of you who are seeking not only financial relief but signals that the shift in terms of
what you perceive as Ascension is underway, this is one of your landmark signals. (8)
Where are we at in terms of geographical coverage?
These operations now cover the Americas, Europe and Asia. (9)
Why has the Reval not happened before now?
AAM: Because the human’s energy has not been such that they would be using the currencies
wisely. …
Many, let us say not mistakenly but incompletely, believed that the Revaluation is a political, in
the broad sense political, restructuring. It is far more than that.
The breadth of what it is truly about will only be known after. Let us say that very clearly. But
there would be no point from our perspective to simply re-create a financial elite.
Until such time as those that are entrusted with money, not just spiritual currency but money,
until they are at a point in their spiritual evolution and growth that they can be entrusted with
these funds and use them judiciously and wisely for the creation of Nova Earth and not for
selfish gain, there would be no point in bestowing them upon anybody. So we have been waiting
for this growth in human spirituality. …
[This growth] is of values. It is a heart anchoring. It is the desire not to be acquisitive, not to be
selfish, not to acquire wealth for its own sake but to use it for the benefit of all.
And concomitant to that to also use it wisely for the benefit of self and there are so many that
have not reached a place of self-worth that they were not ready. (10)
Were there other reasons?
AAM: It is not that there is obstreperous obstruction or that there is intentional delay. It is simply
that this is a massive undertaking, both above and below, but particularly below. It is a
bureaucratic — and we do not mean this in a negative sense, but — it is a massive bureaucratic
undertaking. And because it has to do with what human beings, might I say unfortunately, are
obsessed with, and that is their money, they want to make sure that everything is perfectly in
order and progressing in ways that do not cause upheaval, panic, division, derision. So, it is
underway. (11)
The slowness of the process from your perspective is that those who are responsible feel this
mantle of responsibility and are perhaps over-zealously making sure that every I is dotted, every
T is crossed, that things are completely clear and clean so that there can be no back-stepping.
But what we have asked you to work on — and of course you may work on the bureaucratic
side as well, reassuring and helping, filling them with energy to work long hours.
But the sense of worthiness, which is what I’ve spoken of earlier, weeks ago, also has need to
be addressed. Yes, this surrender to worthiness, to the acknowledgment of love, that that is who
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you are, comes in layers. But there are many out there — and now I’m addressing my
community, my lightworkers; the Company of Heaven’s lightworkers, the Council of Love’s
lightworkers — there is no differentiation, you know. Stop thinking or believing that there is any
value in living in scarcity, that somehow this makes you virtuous, or it is what you’ve signed up
for; it is part of your soul contract and mission; that it will never happen; that it is always an
indefinite ‘tomorrow.’
As servant and clear spokesbeings for the Divine Mother, please, take your sword, take the
torch of St. Germaine, take the golden flame of Yahweh and eradicate these doubts. This, more
than anything, creates energetic floods in the flow of abundance.
And when I say this I don’t simply mean financial abundance. Yes, I know what you say, but that
is what we’re concerned about and that is how you spell ‘relief.’ And to us how you spell relief is
eradication of doubt. So let us do this together. Let the concern go and know that you’re exactly
on schedule. Put away the worries and prepare for the celebration. Is that clear enough? (12)
Are humans ready now?
AAM: They are getting there. Yes. That is why it is coming in waves. It is coming to those who
are prepared. (13)
AAM in Feb. 2015: Are you already at vibratory rate? The answer is yes. (14)
Sanat Kumara, in Feb. 2015: “Are the human beings ready? Are the 8 billion ready?” No. “Are
many segments ready?” Yes. “Is it in process?” It is not dribs and drab. This is a political move.
This is an economic move. “Does it herald a shift in the consciousness of what is fair and
equal?” Yes. “Will it come forth?” Yes. “Are we going to give you a date?” The channel will not
allow such a thing. (15)
How do you work with us on something like the Reval?
AAM: [What the Company of Heaven does] is akin to laying out the banquet table, knowing it
will be a delightful feast, [and that] everything is prepared. Now can we make you eat? No. But
usually, not always, the inspiration and the vision, the unfoldment that has been planted within is
so beautiful and so clear that it is almost like a compulsion on the part of the individual or at first
in some situations the group to proceed in a certain direction. (16)
Footnotes
(1) Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation via Sheldan Nidle, Dec. 8, 2015, at http://
www.paoweb.com. [Hereafter Sheldan Nidle.]
(2) “Transcript: Heavenly Blessings ~ St. Germaine on Where to Look for Results, aired July 15,
2014,” July 30, 2014, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2014/07/30/transcript-heavenly-blessingsst-germaine-on-where-to-look-for-results-aired-july-15-2014/.
(3) Sheldan Nidle, Oct. 20, 2015.
(4) Ibid., Oct. 20, 2015.
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(5) Ibid., Aug. 25, 2015.
(6) Ibid., July 8, 2014
(7) Ibid., June 16, 2015.
(8) “Archangel Michael on the Reval, NESARA, Putin and the Boston Bombings," May 14, 2013,
at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/05/archangel-michael-on-the-reval-nesara-putin-and-theboston-bombings/.
(9) Sheldan Nidle, Oct. 20, 2015.
(10) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, Sept. 16,
2015.
(11) "Archangel Michael: Violence and War Cannot Continue," Aug. 4, 2013, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/09/archangel-michael-violence-and-war-cannot-continue-part-12/.
(12) "Archangel Michael: Prepare for the Celebration - Part 1/2," channeled by Linda Dillon,
August 19, 2013 at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/08/archangel-michael-prepare-for-thecelebration-part-12/.
(13) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, Sept. 16,
2015.
(14) “An Hour With an Angel: Archangel Michael – Peace on Earth is Upon Us,” channeled by
Linda Dillon, February 4, 2015, at http://inlightuniversal.com/2015/02/04/an-hour-with-an-angelarchangel-michael-peace-on-earth-is-upon-us/.
(15) “Transcript: Sanat Kumara – We Override Those who Want to Hurt by Anchoring Greater
Peace Within – Part 2/2,” February 25, 2015, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2015/02/25/
transcript-sanat-kumara-override-want-hurt-anchoring-greater-peace-within-part-22/.
(16) “Archangel Michael’s Counsel on the Reval,” Sept. 17, 20-13, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/09/17/archangel-michaels-counsel-on-the-reval/.
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Ch. 3. The Context into Which the Reval Fits

Can you give us a broad-brush picture of the process in which the Reval fits?
Spiritual Hierarchy and Galactic Federation: A process will be set in motion to make it possible
for a great prosperity to be redistributed to you. Our liaisons are working diligently to explore a
most needed set of protocols that will swiftly lead to a global currency reset.
The currency reset is a natural process to set up a certain level of agreed-upon value between
the world’s nations. This is a basis for global trade, and in the end, the start of an operation that
is scheduled to lead to a precious metal-backed monetary system.
Included in this reset is the use of new banking regulations such as “Basel III.” This revised
structure will expand the distribution of various prosperity packages. The intent is to reform the
current system of “haves” and have-nots” and replace it with a worldwide spread of prosperity.
The old system of income taxation needs to be revamped. A debt jubilee will be declared and
the old corrupt system put to rest. This new system will redo the globe’s infrastructures and
establish a new foundation that takes advantage of now-suppressed technologies. This will later
be added to by our off-world devices. Then your world can move out of its present technological
dilemma and prepare for a new consciousness. (1)
What does the Reval signify?
Archangel Michael: It is financial reconstruction. It is the shift in what you think of as basic
societal and institutional values. Several weeks ago I have spoken — and I thought quite
eloquently! — about what was required, for example, in order for a financial reconstruction, a
revaluation to take place. The [change in] attitudes of all the individuals, the nations, the
countries, the players [that needed] to take place in order for that to occur. …
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What is occurring is a series of events, what you are going to think of and recognize. First it
looks like chaos. … But really what is appearing as chaos is a breakthrough. (2)
AAM: Violence in your society, whether it is a war, man against women, rape, has to cease. It
cannot continue to exist. Now, the re-valuation of the dinar is related to all of this. It is not just a
financial decision. It is a world coming together to halt economic war, and it is a world coming
together to re-value. (3)
St. Germaine: This financial prosperity will bring global harmony and well-being to all living
things, including the planet herself, a planet which was on the verge of dying but has now
transcended this and “risen from the ashes,” so to speak. (4)
St. Germaine: This RV [of the Iraqi Dinar] and GCR [Global Currency Reset of numerous
currencies] are symbolic of a transition from Service to Self towards Service to All…..this
includes focusing on your own well-being, self love and self care as well as others’ well-being,
loving others, and caring for others…of resources and positive vibrations being shared by all for
the good of all which in turn has the effect of creating the highest good for each being. The
positive energetic vibrations then circulate freely among all, eliminating strife, and accentuating
harmony and joy. And in realizing this, each being acts from the standpoint of this awareness.
(5)
How soon after the Reval can we get down to the work of building Nova Earth?
AAM: Why do you assume that all the banking and all the work that is being done by humans,
for humans, with humans, with angelic realms, with the legions of light [around finances] have
not been addressing at least some of these questions of what you can think of as reorganization
of Nova Earth? (6)
What is the spiritual purpose of the Reval?
AAM: Let us speak of the spiritual undertaking behind this, what you think of as Reval. And for
some of you I bring you back a year, and for others of you I bring you back a decade, and for
some of you a decade and a half. Because many of you have been at this for a very long time.
And let us speak of the spiritual import of this undertaking. You have all been going through a
spiritual re-evaluation, re-valuation, e-valuation, evolution, valuation. Think of those three terms.
And how do I present this? Think of your currency, the currency of you. Do you feel trust, know
yourself to be of greater value in your heart now than you did previously, one year, two years,
ten years ago?
Has your self-worth currency grown? Has your sense of connection and connectedness to All
grown? Has your knowing of the value of your path and your service and your place of love
within the heart of One grown?
Of course it has. That has been part of your awakening and part of your Ascension. Now, I have
said to thee that there is a time now — and you are seeing it in many different areas of your
physical existence - where things that have been on a spiritual level are floating down, sinking
down like the penny in the pond, down to the physical level.
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Are there some who have approached this entire project with, can I say, less than pure
intentions? And even some with intention of greed and control and simply money? Yes, of
course there are. But there are many more who have approached this undertaking with an idea
and a belief and a faith that in fact this could change the face of Gaia and equalize what you
think of as currency and wealth.
Now, let me be clear about this. Do I want you to be focused on the Reval and money morning,
noon and night? Absolutely not. Do I want you to be focused morning, noon and night on what
you can create and bring forth and share with humanity? Absolutely, because you have the
heart, the knowing and the spirit to deal with this, because you have expanded.
Is this a scam? It is a prayer, a promise, a trust and an act of change, not simply an act of faith,
but an act, a pro-active movement of change. You cannot stay in fear. You cannot say, “This is
simply a scam,” because you are the movers behind this action. …
You are holding the energy and the space for this to transpire, not in a needy, fearful way, but in
the way of declaring, in a different dimension, in a different reality — yes, one in transition; we
grant you that but it is in a different reality - that you are bringing this forth. (7)
What is the significance of the Reval to the overall effort culminating in Ascension?
Ashtar: If you look to the outside for tangible evidence for our messages – although we tirelessly
stress that you should seek changes within yourselves in the first place – each and every one of
you who follow our messages will see the first widespread, tangible proof by noticing the change
in your financial affairs, especially with the revaluation of many currencies.
We are certainly aware that many – if not all of you – have some doubts now and then whether
all this is real. And we understand this because of the many changes in the Divine Plan
experienced by you throughout your journey. This is the reason why the revaluation of many
currencies is of such importance. It will show you that everything is for real and not a dream. (8)
Footnotes
(1) Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation via Sheldan Nidle, February 18, 2014, at
http://www.paoweb.com. [Hereafter Sheldan Nidle.]
(2) "The Divine Mother and Archangel Michael: Work with and Expand This Energy of Clarity,"
channeled by Linda Dillon, October 14, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/10/the-divinemother-and-archangel-michael-work-with-and-expand-this-energy-of-clarity/http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/10/the-divine-mother-and-archangel-michael-work-with-and-expandthis-energy-of-clarity/ .
(3) "Archangel Michael on Revaluation, Islamophobia, Boston, and the 9/11 Wheels," May 1,
2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/05/archangel-michael-on-revaluation-islamophobiaboston-and-the-911-wheels/http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/05/archangel-michael-onrevaluation-islamophobia-boston-and-the-911-wheels/ .
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(4) St. Germaine: Service to All vs. Service to Self," June 10, 2015, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2015/06/10/st-germaine-service-to-all-vs-service-to-self/.
(5) Loc. cit.
(6) “Archangel Michael: Ignition is the Awareness that You Are Love," channeled by Linda Dillon,
October 28, 2014, http://goo.gl/29ZGhfhttp://goo.gl/29ZGhf.
(7) “Archangel Michael: Welcome to This Time of Re-Awakening - Part 1," channeled by Linda
Dillon, September 30, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/10/archangel-michaelwelcome-to-this-time-of-reawakening-part-1/.
(8) “Ashtar: Your Progress and What to Expect," channeled by Philipp, August 26, 2013, at
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/08/ashtar-via-philipp-your-progress-and-what-to-expect/.
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Ch. 4. What is the Reval Designed to Do?

What are the new financial arrangements designed to do?
Spiritual Hierarchy and Galctic Federation: These new financial systems are to drive out the
dark cabal, swiftly bring this globe an end to debt slavery and produce a worldwide prosperity.
(1)
SHGF: Our Earth allies and their numerous national associates are doing this to redistribute the
planet’s wealth and create a way to push the dark from its present position of financial and
governmental supremacy. All of this is just the beginning of a process to free you from centurieslong debt slavery and the corruption of governments sworn to uphold every whim of the cabal
and its many associates. (2)
SHGF: This is to be created by the global flow of monies for innumerable humanitarian projects.
These projects are to allow this world to introduce as well numerous innovations, which are
successfully to provide the devices to solve the worldwide need for water, power, infrastructures
and new alternative medical devices.
These projects are as well to provide a means to end poverty and bring this realm a grace-filled
prosperity. (3)
SHGF: There will be a vast transformation in the banking and financial services industry that will
forever change how these various financial institutions operate. These new rules will enforce
policies to end the tyranny that these financial institutions spread across this globe. In its stead,
freedom and personal sovereignty will blossom once again. (4)
SHGF: A great prosperity linked to a global revaluation of your various national currencies is
ready to happen. This grand event is the clarion call which will expel the old governance from
power and influence. It will liberate you from your many illegal debt obligations by instigating
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universal debt forgiveness and this includes your release from any incurred indebtedness to this
old governance.
You are about to inherit not only this divine gift of freedom but also a never-ending supply of
prosperity. (5)
It is monies that can be used to create, to anchor in a physical reality the institutions, the rework,
the re-engineering for Nova Earth. (6)
What changes will financial reconstruction usher in?
SaLuSa: Certain changes are inevitable as it is apparent that your old monetary system is
lopsided and only really benefits those at the top in the banking world. A fair system of
distribution will be introduced and banks will be re-organised to a more manageable size that
will be accountable to the people. Many needed changes are so to say “in the pipeline” as we
have long identified the cause of your problems. (7)
SHGF: A scenario is forming that promises to give us the means to bring out the first stage of
monetary reforms that are to swiftly lead to your abundance. The currency reforms and the new
banking regulations are merely the start of a system that is to produce gold-backed monies.
These things are to lead to a new environment that is to be overseen by a series of NESARAlike governments across this globe. (8)
SHGF: This growing level of consciousness is partly responsible for the numerous alliances that
are forming across your globe. Humanity is becoming aware that a different way of doing its
many tasks is indeed possible. This is why there is a great need to end governmental corruption
and tie it into a new currency reset and a precious metal-based financial system.
This system requires a high degree of transparency in order to succeed. Given these
parameters, the new financial system is to encourage a redistribution of wealth and a means to
transform poverty, homelessness and unjust taxations. This immense shift is to provide a way
for each human to watch their respective levels of governance and help it truly represent them.
(9)
Our associates intend to begin deliveries of many items necessary to bring forth your
abundance. These programs are to establish a new and unencumbered way of effortlessly
moving these prosperity and humanitarian funds around. This system is designed to easily
catch those who illegally wish to pass laundered or dirty monies. This new system ends the
logjam created by the dark Cabal’s system. Many other things are being instituted as well that
are to permit a new jubilee for all. It is our intent to see that new monies backed by gold are
given to you. These are to be replaced shortly with a special system that makes any
accumulated debt just about impossible. The key is to move toward abundance and joy! (10)
SHGF: Various technologies as well are ready to be introduced, which end the days of money.
This money-less society is to emphasize the rise of the replicator. These technologies are to
free you from the numerous forms of debt slavery now prevalent on this world. One of the
greatest tests for humanity is to learn that the universe provides what you need in abundant
form. (11)
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SHGF: The BRICS group development bank is ready to come online and replace both the
SWIFT system and the international status of the Federal Reserve and the IMF. This blessed
development implies two things. First, international money transfers are no longer the concern
of the banking system set up by the Dumbarton treaty in 1944.
Second, the western banking criteria now used by the IMF is to be replaced by one more
conducive to international development. These alterations are to make possible the easy
transfers of large sums to kick-start the need to develop the infrastructure of your world.
Both the undeveloped and the developed world require funds to either build or rebuild a vast
network for water conservation and transportation. There is as well a need to give this realm the
monies to construct a vast network for the educating of children and adults. For too long,
governance has dumbed down or ignored this great responsibility. You are growing in
consciousness and require the tools needed to understand fully what is happening across this
globe. In addition, a special class filled with truly meaningful ecology lessons has to be taught to
all. Previous prejudices against women and religion require an end. (12)
The dark cabal is rapidly diminishing. A number of nations are currently putting together
coalitions whose purpose is to bypass the many fiat-based organizations of the old dark order.
These financial organizations were given life by the signing of the Dumbarton-Oaks agreements
in late 1944. The old guard institutions, such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF), are to be
set aside as new “true value” precious metal global currencies manifest.
Along with these new currencies are to be new banking regulations as expressed by various
“Basel III” compliances. (13)
Footnotes
(1) Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation via Sheldan Nidle, June 16, 2015, at http://
www.paoweb.com. [Hereafter Sheldan Nidle.]
(2) Sheldan Nidle, July 8, 2014.
(3) Loc. cit.
(4) Ibid., December 17, 2013.
(5) Ibid., Sept. 10, 2013.
(6) “Transcript: Sanat Kumara – We Override Those who Want to Hurt by Anchoring Greater
Peace Within – Part 2/2,” February 25, 2015, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2015/02/25/
transcript-sanat-kumara-override-want-hurt-anchoring-greater-peace-within-part-22/.
(7) SaLuSa, Aug. 7, 2015, at http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm
(8) Sheldan Nidle, April 22, 2014.
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(9) Ibid., June 10, 2014.
(10) Ibid., Mar. 3, 2015.
(11) Ibid., Mar. 3, 2015.
(12) Ibid., Mar. 12, 2015.
(13) Ibid., July 8, 2014.
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Ch. 5. How Should Lightworkers Spend Their Money?

How should lightworkers spend the money they earn from the Reval?
Archangel Michael: First of all I commend you for all stepping forward in faith, trust, and in the
knowing in what for some of you is a very complicated action and what in truth is a very simple
action of creation and trust and it is in that action that you are also contributing to the shift in
your world and to the creation of the new world. (1)
AAM: Now, we do not direct how people use or spend or invest their money. You, my beloved
brother, are investing in humanity. You are investing in Nova Earth. You are investing in building
a new world and that is what the money has been gifted for.
There are those who still come somewhat - not entirely, but somewhat - from a place of fear,
yes, fear. They think – mental – that they are being responsible for taking action to ensure that
they will be taken care of and that is understandable.
Let us be extraordinarily clear. If you invest in the very companies, the very system, the very
financial structures, the banks, etc., that have been the cause of so much enslavement then you
are contributing to the reconstruction of the old Third.
We would strongly urge you, if you are to invest, to seek out clean investment. Seek out green
investment. Seek out the new companies that will be emerging by the thousands, if not millions.
Invest and what contributes to the growth and the wealth of the human spirit.
The money is not to be hoarded. It is to be used. So, yes, take care of your security needs but
do not invest in the old realm. That would be folly. (2)
I say to you this night what I have said to you in a number of ways before: First, beloved ones,
tend to yourselves. Tend to your needs. This is not about selfishness. This is about
acknowledging what I have just said to you, that your currency is infinite. It is also about placing
yourself beyond financial concern for the rest of your life. It is about taking care of financial
obligation, of bills, of debt, of that sword of Damocles that hangs over so many of you.
And then it is about taking care of your family, your children, your biological family and your soul
family. And once that is attended to, it is about taking care of the world. It is about building cities
of light and portals of love. It is about bringing the end to the very things that cause devastation,
war, displacement — no shelter, no food, no education, no hope. The good that comes out of
this – that is why I have said to thee that sometimes we chuckle, because there are those
individuals who have done this as a financial investment, thinking that they, the rich, become
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richer – but what happened was the cat was let out of the bag and the lightworkers have
assembled.
And that changes the face and the fabric of what you think of as your societies. Because you
are operating not only at a higher octave but from a place of the divine qualities. So the
elements of greed, of lust, of control are gone. And even, in the old scheme of things, the most
covetous will become the most generous. …
Plan for your lifetime, not merely your period of celebration. Be prudent. On the one hand, we
are telling you, informing you, that your spiritual currency is infinite, and on the other we tell you,
be prudent, think ahead, think of what you wish to do and to accomplish, and the safety, security
feeling, because it is an emotional feeling that you wish to have 10, 20, 30 years hence. (3)
AAM: What I say to you, whether you have inherited money, whether you have earned money
by the sweat of your brow, whether you have won the lottery, or whether you have invested in
currency, it matters not. Whether you have been a recipient of one of the prosperity funds —
and there are many of you who have — the point is to share. …
And, my friends, I am always telling you to dream big! So, allow those dreams to come forth, but
take care of the basics as well — your health, your home, your family — and then share! It is
that simple. …
We do not simply send down rains of money — although that can happen as well — but for this
instance we want you, we ask you, and we guide you very clearly to practice discernment.
And discernment is quiet. Discernment is not showing. Discernment is being the observer, not
the judge. It is not a question — let me be very clear — of “Do I deserve this?” It is a question, in
any situation, whether it is $10 or $10 million, it is a gratitude to the heart of One for the blessing
you have received. And then, from the place of the discerning observer, to decide what is
important. I have said to you that this is a time of choices and decision. You decide what is
important.
And what can be more important, first and foremost, than taking care of your sweet self and
family?
Then you discern, with your heart. What appeals to you? Is it projects that promote free energy?
Are you the unseen benefactor? Are you one who wishes to build new schools, what we would
think of as nova schools, star schools? Do you wish to be in communications, like you, Steve?
So, you discern where your heart and your mission and purpose has always pulled you towards.
And then you invest not just money, but your energies, your love, your focus in that direction.
Always with your eye on the larger undertaking: what promotes love and spirit? What creates
the new Earth? What anchors the Cities of Light? (4)
Spiritual Hierarchy and Galactic Federation: Take these funds and use them to forge a new and
much kinder reality! (5)
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SHGF: This new freedom means that you take on new responsibilities to your communities and
to yourselves to create the means to creatively solve your community and the world’s problems.
Inside all of you is a great energy that can easily help you discover sound solutions.
This can allow you to come together and forge a series of plans, which can resolve whatever
you may originally tackle. This process is how we, using fluid management, find quick and easy
solutions. (6)
The Arcturians: Some will take their money and go back down into the realms to battle it out with
the Darkness, so to speak, as that is within their Divine Plan.
Some will remain to establish this Foundation of an Earth that will not need money and those
will be the ones that have such a generosity of heart that they wish the money to go into the
initiation of New Earth. So there are several initiations. (7)
SHGF: As you receive, be ever aware of why this is happening. The dark cabal is losing its
wealth while you are gaining yours. Divine purpose is in play. Hence, use these funds wisely
and permit your brethren to enjoy the fruits of this new prosperity. Realize that a new reality is
dawning and reflect on your new fortunes. Be ready, when required, to explain why new
governance emerged. (8)
AAM: What I am going to say is this: If you have a little extra, and a little extra means something
different to each and every one of you, and beloved ones, I know how close finances are for
many of you. Now, the choices have been put on the table, so I do not need to review what
those choices are. But look at it in a playful manner, not as a desperate move. And many of you
have looked at this as a desperate move, and that is not the energy you want behind this or
involved in this.
Because this is about freedom and what Geoffrey has said, sovereignty. This is not about doing
something because you feel so overwhelmed. And then take this money, be it dong, dinar,
[Zimbabwean] dollars, it matters not. Take it, hold it — yes, we want you to have the physical
paper that looks in many instances like play money — and play with it. Hold it and dream.
And as I have asked you so many times, dream big. And think of this as a representation, as a
miniscule representation of your spiritual currency, your worth, your individual worth. The term
you would use, your individual assets are greater than all the money and currency on Earth. Let
that sink in. But then take this money, cherish it, play with it, enjoy it, hold it dear to you and
dream. But if you can, do it not from desperation but from a sense of value and deservingness.
(9)
Once your basic needs have been satisfied there will be changes that allow you more time to
pursue your own interests, instead of being a slave to earn money for the necessities of life. (10)
I have heard of many people who have burned right through their money. Can you give
us some counsel on how best to avoid that?
AAM: Let us address the issues of currency and wealth. This is the practice of prudence. Now
we know that prudence is not one of the more popular divine qualities and yet, my friends, it is
perhaps one of the most essential.
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First of all, do not over-extend yourself. First and foremost, we do not counsel that anyone, for
example, not buy food or keep a roof over their head so that they [can] invest in currency.
No, that is not the way because that is not taking care of and honoring yourself and your family.
It is also a desperate need. It comes from a place of neediness and a belief that ultimately,
unless you do x, you will not be taken care of, that ultimately you are not worthy, and you do not
live in an abundant universe.
So first of all do not go on a buying spree. That has never and will never be our guidance.
Secondly, if you participate in this, the whole idea is the reset of values, of grace, of charity.
There is so much more joy in sharing. No one is intended to be a miser in their house with the
doors locked and the windows closed, counting their gold. There is no joy in that.
So the joy is in the sharing, with your friends, with your family. First and foremost attend to
yourself and your friends’ and family’s needs.
And I am not speaking of being overly cautious because the whole idea is the knowing that you
can create, that you are part and participating in creation. So take care of yourself.
Pay off all debt. Make sure it’s gone. Not because there will not be debt adjustments but
because we do not want you, any of you, having that stress. It weighs on your shoulders. It
weighs on you heart.
Make sure there is no such thing as mortgage. Make sure you have the roof over your head that
you desire.
Take a trip. Play. Gather. Build. Come together as community. These are the things we wish to
see. And there will be small projects like fixing the roof of your elderly neighbor. And there will be
larger projects that you will participate in like feeding the community in Africa and making sure
that their infrastructure is reconsructed. So it is both.
Mainly enjoy it. It is a gift. (11)
SHGF: Our Earth associates are busy making sure that what is given to you manifests as we
desire. It is essential that you be prosperous, free and that the string of debt attached to you
disappears. This prosperity is not really a gift; rather it is how we wish to express our gratitude
to you for being able to remain ready and willing to bring in a new reality for humanity.
Each of you had the courage to help us by showing your intent when purchasing either an RV
currency or else participating in the various prosperity programs. What you now receive is an
acknowledgement by all of us for your divine cooperation in a number of vital projects. More is
to come. These quick stages will enable new governance to rise. (12)
Footnotes
(1) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, Sept. 16,
2013.
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(2) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, Aug. 21,
2015.
(3) “Archangel Michael: Spring Means the Time of Rebirth and Awakening,” March 22, 2014, at
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2014/03/22/archangel-michael-spring-means-the-time-of-rebirthand-awakening/.
(4) “Archangel Michael: Welcome to This Time of Re-Awakening - Part 2," channeled by Linda
Dillon, September 30, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/10/archangel-michaelwelcome-to-this-time-of-re-awakening-part-2/.
(5) Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation via Sheldan Nidle, November 17, 2015, at
http://www.paoweb.com. [Hereafter Sheldan Nidle.]
(6) Sheldan Nidle, Nov. 11, 2015.
(7) The Arcturians in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Sue Lie, July 22, 2014.
(8) Sheldan Nidle, November 5, 2013.
(9) “Archangel Michael: Spring Means the Time of Rebirth and Awakening,” ibid.
(10) SaluSa, June 19, 2015, at http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm.
(11) "Archangel Michael: A Global Reset of Values, Part 1/2, " channeled by Linda Dillon,
September 16, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/09/archangel-michael-the-globalreset-of-values-part-12/.
(12) Sheldan Nidle, January 14, 2014.
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Ch. 6. How Do We Gift and Who?

When we begin our gifting, who should we begin with? Lightworkers?
Archangel Michael: The work is not simply for Lightworkers. It is to bring those who think
that they are alone, isolated and forgotten and to bring them to the warmth of Gaia’s hearth
fire. (1)
Can you be more specific about who you’re referring to?
AAM: Begin at home and get your feet wet. Begin with the disenfranchised adults, women,
then men, then children, because the children will benefit right off the bat regardless, and
then extend yourself to what you have thought of as the marginalized populations - yes,
criminals, those who have been locked up because people label them mentally ill. Then
spread your wings across the globe. (2)
What do financial wayshowers need to keep in mind as they approach this work?
AAM: We don’t want what you would call tools ever again to be put in the wrong hands. So the
clarity of those leading the charge with me has need to be 20/20. (3)
My beloved friends, there are a number of things I am asking you, each of you, to do that are
very practical.
First, detach from any form of fear, trepidation, concern, because these also reflect lack of selfworth, lack of self-love, lack of trust. Detach from that level of anxiety that so many of you [are
feeling]. Yes, it is absolutely correct and certainly acceptable and allowed to be excited, to
anticipate, to plan. This is part of creation work and it is part of what you are doing.
And whether you understand it or not, when you stay in that frame of mind and in that frame of
heart, what you are doing is energizing the movement of this process. Send energy, and
continue to send, and of course I am very partial to gold. But whatever energy you feel like that
you are inspired to send, send it to those who are the ground crew, the people at the teller
wickets, at the ATMs, on the worker level of bringing this to fruition. Because this is a massive,
massive undertaking.
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Now, there have been many dramas that have been humanly concocted. Some are real; some
are simply full illusion that try to distract individuals and groups from this process. Do not buy
into this. Hold the space for the fulfillment of this undertaking. Simply know that you, each and
every one of you, are in a position to give and to receive, to receive and to give.
So, in terms of what remains to be done, what I say to you is precious little. Simply hold the
space and allow. And yes, I will repeat what my colleague has been saying, and I do say
‘colleague’. Silence is golden. (4)
AAM: We would all ask you to continue to work on those belief systems, and the release,
complete erasure of those belief systems and embracing at the same time the replacement,
which is the confidence and the knowing that not only are you powerful creators of abundance
but that you live, you thrive, and you welcome an abundant, equitable universe. (5)
AAM: Make your plans of what you are going to create and do, because this is where
lightworkers are being given the opportunity to demonstrate, in physicality, what creation of
Nova Earth looks like. I cannot be more clear than that. (6)
Are you watching to see how we do?
AAM: Humans have a tendency to change with incredible abundance. …
But we are very aware of human history and how people have a tendency, even with the
purest of hearts, to shift and perhaps even go a little crazy. So do not think that everything
needs to be in place. There will be what you think of as little gaps and holes.
Simply know that where there are gaps and holes that we are waiting to see how the shift is
affecting the collective of humanity and the collective of the foundations and the various
groups.
So stand back. Be the observer. See the unfoldment as it occurs. This is not about grasping.
This has never been about scurrying. This has always been about understanding the spiritual
currency of self and others and simply knowing that you and we are putting people where
they need to be. (7)
AAM: One of the benefits of what you think of as delays is that you have been getting used to
being an incredibly wealthy person.
So it has given several of the key players the chance to do the adjustment. It is important
that this is you getting used to your spiritual currency. (8)
Am I correct in thinking that those people who cultivate generosity will be used as
channels for further abundance?
AAM: Yes, that is correct. Understand: love begets love; generosity begets gratitude, begets
generosity; joy begets generosity, begets gratitude. You are absolutely correct. You see, one of
the starting points of the density of the old Third was this issue of hoarding and greed. I will
hoard what I have and I will not share.
So it is like having a campfire to cook meat on and not being willing to share an ember with your
neighbor. Well, you already have your campfire. Why would you not share? Is it as if someone is
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stealing your power? That is absurd. The hoarding is the root [of the old Third], because it is
fear-based. It is the belief that you are not taken care of.
So to hoard, whether it is new wealth — and there are people all over your planet who become,
through circumstance or what you believe is luck, instant millionaires. And then in those
groupings there are those that become benevolent and generous, and then there are those who
choose to maintain the old paradigm and hoard. What you are doing is setting the new
paradigm, and that is that unity is important (9)
What can we hold onto and what must we let go of in the new world the Reval brings into
being?
AAM: We will tell you very clearly. Your Earth — the systems, the planet — is not going to
remain status quo. It cannot. And very rarely will you hear me use these words. It cannot remain
the same because that is not the unfoldment of the plan of the Mother.
Have there been flexibility and adjustment to accommodate the desires and the heart yearnings
of the collective human race? Of course.
But let us be clear. The old 3rd, of what we have been talking about, of false masks — for
systems, for governments, for people — is going. Now, it can go smoothly, because as you
disintegrate your mask, you do so for many, or it can be rather abrupt. It matters not. It is going.
(10)
Footnotes
(1) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, Aug. 6,
2013.
(2) Loc. cit.
(3) "Archangel Michael: I See You! I Love You! I Will Engage, Nov. 8, 2013, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/11/notes-from-archangel-michaels-discussion-of-sacredpartnership/ .
(4) “Sanat Kumara: Silence is Golden Part 1/2," channeled by Linda Dillon, September 9, 2013,
at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/09/sanat-kumara-silence-is-golden-part-12/http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/09/sanat-kumara-silence-is-golden-part-12/ .
(5) “Archangel Michael’s Counsel on the Reval,” Sept. 17, 20-13, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/
2013/09/17/archangel-michaels-counsel-on-the-reval/.
(6) "Archangel Michael: It is Time to Awaken Fully Now – Part 2/2," June 11, 2013, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/06/archangel-michael-it-is-time-to-awaken-fully-now-part-22/.
(7) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, Dec. 11,
2013.
(8) Loc. cit.
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(9) "Archangel Michael: Welcome to This Time of Re-Awakening - Part 2," channeled by Linda
Dillon, September 30, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/10/archangel-michaelwelcome-to-this-time-of-re-awakening-part-2/http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/10/archangelmichael-welcome-to-this-time-of-re-awakening-part-2/ .
(10) "Archangel Michael on the Reval, NESARA, Putin and the Boston Bombings," May 14,
2013, http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/05/archangel-michael-on-the-reval-nesara-putin-andthe-boston-bombings/http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/05/archangel-michael-on-the-revalnesara-putin-and-the-boston-bombings/ .
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Ch. 7. How Should We Respond to Events?

Will the banks shut down when the Reval is announced and will there be chaos?
Archangel Michael: The sole purpose of your financial institutions, particularly as they exist in
this moment, is making money. They will not shut down. They may work 24/7. They may hire
many, many people to help them. They will not shut down.
May they be off-line for a couple of hours? Even as long perhaps as a day? Yes. But not all of
them, and not all at the same time. So, no, that will not happen. Is it prudent to always keep a
little food and a great deal of water in stock, in storage, available? Yes. But make it concomitant
to your needs and consumption patterns, and available space.
We are not talking about Armageddon. We are not talking about times of darkness. We are not
talking about times of scarcity. We are talking about the birth of light and love. If anything, dear
heart, there will be dancing in the streets. (1)
Have you any advice for lightworkers on how to deal with the impact of suddenly finding
your financial worries are over, you can live the life you wanted to live, etc.?
Archangel Michael: Do not be precipitous. Stand still. Now that may sound like very amateurish
advice. It is one of the most difficult things for human beings to do. Go to the stillness. Do not
feel the immediate necessity, which is an invention of your imagination and ego, to jump into
action. Give yourself the opportunity to breathe, to allow this shift in reality, in what you have
described as your personal landscape, to sink in.
Yes, there is an entire world waiting to be rebuilt and it is not achieved if you jump the gun. It is
not achieved if you are going full steam ahead and then collapse because of stress. Stress is a
physical reality. It is not you simply creating drama. It is a bio-physical, electrical, spiritual reality.
Give yourself time, yes, to breathe, to withdraw if necessary, to scan the environment, to enjoy
yourself, to celebrate and then, in a sense of no hurry, go forward.
You have need to make sure that you take care of your sweet physical self. Yes, there are the
challenges – new home, new situation, time out – but do the practical things that I recommend
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as well – bodywork, massage, cranial-sacral, relaxation, cycling, working out, eating properly …
now this is going to be a challenge … sleeping. All of these very basic human necessities will
have need to be addressed.
If you are exhausted, if you are running on caffeine and adrenaline, you do not come from a
place of compassionate wisdom. And, dear heart, that is what we do. And the compassionate
wisdom requires that you take care of the physical vessel that you have designed with us. So
step number one is pay attention. (2)
When stress goes up, awareness goes down. So at the very time when you need
awareness, discernment, memory and all the rest of it, you’re denied access. It all goes
down. You’re least well equipped at the very time when you need to be best-equipped.
AAM: And that is why attention to the de-stressors that you know of, such as meditation,
bodywork, fresh air and sunshine have need to be paid attention to. And I say this very strongly.
It has need to be a requirement not only for you, my beloved friend, but for your entire
organization.
Working endless hours under stress to think that you are completing the mission is not
completing your mission. If you are not taking time for joy, for laughter, for love, then you are not
completing your mission. Take the time to engage in the laughter, engage in the glee, and the
sense of “Our diligence has paid off.” We are not insane. We are not crazy. But we have full
permission to act a little crazy for while. Go play. (3)
I have said to myself that I will not go to one of these nights where people go crazy all
over the place because I worry that it might send me down a wrong road and result in
misery.
AAM: We would not recommend to any of you going to these gargantuan meetings of
celebration. They are incendiary.
It’s time for incredible discernment. And it’s not discerning to go to a venue and make public
displays. It would not be wise. (4)
Do we need to worry about being scammed or snookered?
AAM: If there is someone who is in such a dark place that they feel the need to use deception to
gain entry to the Hope Chest [Steve: But AAM’s advice probably applies to all charitable giving],
they will receive far more than financial support.
They will receive all the light and love, so it is one of those systems that is failsafe. The love and
light is attached to the money. They will receive it and be transformed, and they will pay it back
in other ways, so it is impossible to be snookered. (5)
AAM: Not that we will allow you to go wrong – let us be very clear. This plan has been an
unfoldment for far too long for money to simply be washed down the drain by decisions that are
not beneficial either for yourself or for others and for those who will benefit from the abundance
programs, plural. (6)
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Will lightworkers get reactivated?
The Arcturians: The gift of the monies is to assist. However it is a very delicate gift. For one, it
can target certain ones of you who are receiving huge amounts. And for another, greed and fear
are best friends. And suddenly being placed in an entirely new reality where you have huge
amounts of money will bring in fear.
For millennia lightworkers have found safety in the anonymity of poverty. So therefore for those
lightworkers to lose that anonymity of poverty and then have wealth brings forth another
initiation. …
All issues of money, which are immense in planetary incarnations on Planetary Earth, must be
released within the recipient to raise their consciousness so that it is perceived in a non-selfish,
collective, planetary state of consciousness. This money is not for individuals. It is for New
Earth. …
You will be within a huge initiation, absolutely. You have to be the master of your consciousness
at all times. That is a very big challenge. It is your initiation as well.
It is full and complete acceptance, dedication to and knowing that these monies are a ThirdDimensional illusion and therefore they are a very great initiation for your Ascension into
realities in which money is no longer a reality. …
Fear is your only enemy. Your hearts are pure but fear can even sneak into a pure heart to lower
this consciousness into a range. It is like the example of someone who is hiding so therefore
they are doing something that is very important but they know the enemy does not want them to
do that and so therefore they have to do something secretly.
Fear will take away their secret hiding place. Because the darkness smells fear. …
Like the animal kingdom, the predator animal does not know that another animal is sick. The
animal knows that it is sick and feels fear. The predator animal smells the fear and goes after
that animal.
The babies have fear. The predator animals go after the babies. They don’t particularly know
that’s a baby. It can’t run as fast. They smell the fear.
The beings of darkness smell the fear and can only attack your fear. They cannot even perceive
your light. (7)
AAM: What is happening is that, even in the people involved, there is still a human hesitancy
about taking the quantum leap.
What they are doing is they are thinking about bringing forth this creation, which is a co-creation
in every sense of the word; then they are trying to translate it into the old paradigms, into their
old framework of deservingness and lack, rather than jumping forward and creating the new.
Now, seldom would I ever suggest this to the masses but I do suggest this to you and to those
that you entrust with this.
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Those hesitant beings that are afraid to leap the Grand Canyon, give them a little nudge. Not
pushing them off the cliff but perhaps a hand on the shoulder, a hand on the back and a little
nudge. (8)
It seems as if our behavior as lightworkers is going to need to change if we’re to succeed
in all the duties associated with Ascension and the Reval.
AAM: This is not coming from a place of judgment but … you cannot have those who are
speaking or appear to speak or hold themselves out to be speaking in the name of the Lord, in
the name of One, to be engaged in subterfuge and drama. It is not acceptable!
There are many light workers still who say that they are completely committed but to some
extent, ... they are engaged in drama or [act out of] their own need for profile. (9)
Footnotes
(1) “Archangel Michael: Spring Means the Time of Rebirth and Awakening,” March 22, 2014, at
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2014/03/22/archangel-michael-spring-means-the-time-of-rebirthand-awakening/.
(2) "Archangel Michael: You are Not Crazy," June 6, 2015, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/
2015/06/06/archangel-michael-you-are-not-crazy/.
(3) Loc. cit.
(4) Loc. cit.
(5) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, Sept. 13,
2011.
(6) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow, through Linda Dillon, Aug. 6,
2014.
(7) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Karen Wilson through Linda Dillon, Aug. 15,
2015.
(8) The Arcturians in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Sue Lie, July 22, 2014.
(9) Archangel Michael in a personal reading through Linda Dillon on Sept. 16, 2015.
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Ch. 8. The Prosperity Programs, NESARA, Etc.

What progress have the various prosperity programs made?
Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation: The various prosperity programs are completing
the movement of funds to their final distribution centers. (1)
SHGF: Our associates are most happy about the events that are finally ready to happen. The
dark has long prided itself on its ability to keep our various deliveries under wrap. This is really
the last thing their loyal minions can continue to do. This set of delays is to end as the Light has
obtained the necessary documents to conclude this dilemma. Hence, various projects long
missing the required funds can soon begin a proper start-up.
SHGF: A series of preliminary deliveries [of the prosperrity funds] were completed. However, it
was incumbent on our helpers to stop and shortly this complicated process can start again. (2)
What’s the relationship between the Reval and NESARA (National Economic Security and
Reformation Act)?
Archangel Michael: It is a political connection but do not draw them too close together. It is a
restructuring of your financial system and your belief systems that are reflective of your financial
systems. So it is sequential. (3)
There’s a line of commentary that says that NESARA is not going to happen. The
revaluation will leave the same financial elite in place and we’ll just have some minor
improvements. Is that a correct line of commentary?
AAM: That is a completely incorrect assessment. (4)
SHGF: The new currencies, the gold backing and new international banking rules will forge the
foundation for the release of the two-step prosperity funds. These operations will enforce nowsequestered legislation to bring out the various provisions of “N.E.S.A.R.A.” These rules will
cause a domino-like effect to alter governance and return it to the people. In this milieu,
governance will aid the Light. (5)
You believe that we like to play with currency, do you not?
AAM: There have been times when we have told you we know of the human delight in playing
with currency. You love money. Now, has that become jaded and displaced? And did greed
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crawl in? Yes, but we are not talking about that. We are talking about Monopoly money. We are
talking about bright, colorful currencies.
People, humans — because of their cultural history – no longer use pieces of gold, although
some do. But you like to play with currency.
And so we are not eliminating currency, per se, right off the bat, We are not eliminating
institutions that can guide or warehouse or help you with money right off the bat. That is to say
that no one has integrity, and that is not true. I am speaking this day to millions, billions, who
have great integrity and who would never dream of stealing or misplacing a dime.
But it is recruiting those people and bringing them into the new system, of integrity, of fairness,
of equality, and because the institutions aren’t fully built and recognized, there is still some level
of uncertainty. People aren’t sure which way to jump, but they are ready to jump, and that is
what we needed. That is what you needed. (6)
AAM: And we have said to you that currency would continue to exist for some time after the
shift, a few years perhaps, but we never said that it would exist in the same way that is currently
available to you. (7)
Why do we need currency?
AAM: Now, there are [some] who will also say to you, and to me, “If we are full anchored in the
fifth — sixth, seventh — if we are fully anchored, then we have no need for currency.”
And that is true, and it is false. And let me tell you why. Humans, of which you are, and which
you intend to remain, love currency. It is an idea. Currency has never been more than a concept
and an idea. And it is an idea of abundance for many. Freedom, for food, clean water, housing,
play, attending to your community. So you like currency.
So why would we, when we have no need for currency, say, “Now, you have no need for
currency” when you love it? It is showing you, and it is transitioning you, into a place where
currency becomes what it is — an idea.
And the more you work with this creation of abundance, for many, for all, then the more it
becomes your ability to simply create out of thin air. Because that is what you are really doing.
So that is what I say. And it is in process — I keep telling you this — it is in process. And you
have a very practical saying, I believe, on Gaia, and that is “The proof is in the pudding.” (8)
What large shifts do you perceive in our financial future?
Angelic Guides: A large shift we perceive in your future timeline is in the dissipation of ‘money’,
and the increasing desire to trade goods and services with one another. Many new systems,
ideas and beliefs must be incorporated in order for the ‘need’ for money to be completely
removed.
You will begin to trade services rather than exchange ‘money’ as a form of payment. In fact,
there are already systems such as this that are beginning to be implemented on a much smaller
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scale that will act as templates for many of you to move towards, allowing you to completely let
go of all forms of money.
Many of you are witnessing the transparency of money, as it is predominately displayed on
digital screens and accounted for in plastic and paper. This will change as you continue to
evolve and grow, and will no longer require the exchange of money. (9)
The Angels: Eventually, it will be seen by people that money is an artificial construct of the old
paradigm, one that was devised to keep control over people. Money is not necessary. People
will eventually create systems of barter and sharing that will work around the problems that have
been created by the outmoded banking system. (10)
Footnotes
(1) Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation via Sheldan Nidle, Oct. 13, 2015, at http://
www.paoweb.com. [Hereafter Sheldan Nidle.]
(2) Sheldan Nidle, February 24, 2015.
(3) "Archangel Michael on the Reval, NESARA, Putin and the Boston Bombings," May 14,
2013, http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/05/archangel-michael-on-the-reval-nesara-putin-andthe-boston-bombings/.
(4) Loc. cit.
(5) Sheldan Nidle: February 18, 2014.l
(6) "Archangel Michael: A Process of Deconstruction and Reconstruction, channeled by Linda
Dillon, February 27, 2014, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2014/03/archangel-michael-a-processof-deconstruction-and-reconstruction/.
(7) "Archangel Michael on Revaluation, Islamophobia, Boston, and the 9/11 Wheels," May 1,
2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/05/archangel-michael-on-revaluation-islamophobiaboston-and-the-911-wheels/.
(8) "Archangel Michael: Welcome to This Time of Re-Awakening - Part 1," channeled by Linda
Dillon, September 30, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/10/archangel-michaelwelcome-to-this-time-of-reawakening-part-1/.
(9) "Angelic Guides: A Whole New World – A Look at What’s to Come," channeled by Taryn
Crimi, September 9, 2014, at http://www.angelic-guides.com.
(10) “Metaphorosis – All is in a State of Flux,” 26 Feb 2013, by Tazjima at http://
aquariusparadigm.com/2013/02/26/tazjima-message-from-the-angels-metaphorosis-all-is-in-astate-of-flux/
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